
On the Reenacting of our Personal Galaxies

A recurrent thought in my basic intellectuality, an intellectuality that does not want to
get  astray  and  sophisticated,  in  all  my  roughness  a  conviction  I  have  developed,  a
recurrent thought is that any sort of ideology only shift power, it rescues some only to
enslave others. Hasn't the emancipation of the serfdom only brought new slaves or a
new form of slavery? 

I come to think of the Italian and the Japanese people who replaced the African workers
in  the  coffee  plantations  after  Brazil  abolished  slavery  in  the  19 th century.  These
European and Asian folk worked with no shoes, lived in huts and tried to make a better
living only by cultivating beans in between the coffee plants. They too died of yellow
fever like flies.  Yet  being Italian and Japanese they are automatically  categorized as
fascists and perhaps their misery is not worth remembering.

Yet these so called “Italian” and “Japanese” people were the product of young nations,
and the creation of nation itself, the product of an idealism investing the bored young
bourgeoisie, was at the source of such misery. What has the nation indeed created but
an amplification of a feud with its lords and its court full of caprices? People believe
what they are told, they believe they belong to a nation and they have a certain identity
and  a  set  of  value.  Only  doubting  these  very  foundations  we  can  overcome  these
construct that are so much a burden not only to human nature and nature at large but
to freedom in general.

In our freedom in fact we can renew ourselves and the environment. Under the dictum
of whatever governing framework we can experience a much boosted growth followed
by  an  equally  prompt  death.  We  are  riding  the  corporate  boats,  overcrowded  and
overconsuming, mutiny seems to be the only option. In this respect then we can, under
such larger social framework experience a moment of prosperity. This moment is usually
characterized by a social framework like a nation figuring out how to make use of all its
natural resources.

Having figured out how to make use and profit from its resources a framework will start
experiencing what is called well-being. Isn't the whole Swedish successful socialism of
the last part of the 20th century but the result of a nation that has figured out a good
way to exploit  its  metal  resources,  literally  the steel  sold to make the cannons and
grenade carpet bombing the rest of Europe?

These resources however are not endless and in a new capitalist configuration now they
are  more  and  more  coming  to  tackle  the  very  human  nature  of  its  citizens.  The
contemporary capitalism then profit from not so much anymore the outsourcing of the



environment but rather from the outsourcing of the consumers, stealing their history,
selling them. 

Even in a less aggressive context of let's say a more traditional work the effects of this
are visible. All human labour begins to involve a sort of a draining no longer of the body
of the worker but of his or her actual soul. There is here therefore a draining and yet
much of the discussion is completely turned into other topics, other bodies.

While  the public  opinion then is  fully  focused in recognizing the corporal  victims of
another time and/or space (as in the redundant postcolonial and racial discourses) the
soul, the soul that has been so much discredited by modernism is being aggressively
exploited, milked with all its potential to regenerate.

I am amazed about the level of acceptance on such a new state of exploitation. There is
this higher narrative, a sort of neo-Christian morality being imposed on the official level
and yet there is no sense of reacting nor even noticing where the current frameworks
are in fact deriving their profit.

I believe that the reason for this unawareness is the fact that in the first place most
humans have no ways to connect to their own nature. From early on each individuals is
included in a framework and he or she is made to believe in certain values. What is
required for an individual to connect to his or her nature and by so doing be able to
recover his or her won integrity.

I believe that the most vital process one ought to activate is listening to one own self. At
first we will only hear whispers and only by annotating and paying much attention to
these whispers over time we can in fact grasp the much subdued nature hidden within
us under the layers of armed cement that the social framework as applied on each of us
as some sort of a silos from which it can have access to.

We contain life, we contain seeds the can germinate and bring life all around us and yet
these seeds are managed not by us. We only have the liberty to choose a predefined
category of seeds we can produce but at last the framework itself will have the hand on
them. As  I  said  we are  but  containers  of  potential  that  is  being  used to fuel  these
frameworks. We are but the fuel of too large systems, we are the ultimate fuel of these
unnatural social constructs.

If we choose not to contribute to any framework we are just labeled we are doomed to
dry out or rot or explode. Our ability ought to be that of manifesting our potential, to
learn how to manage ourselves in full autonomy from any of the draining frameworks.
We ought to demonstrate that by doing so, by being able to manage our own human



potential we can also regenerate new and greater potential of a higher quality and most
importantly of substance.

Now that our environmental resources have been plundered, now that it is the time for
our inner human resources to be plundered it is essential to pull out as much as some
forests early on where declared national resources. So okay we could think of becoming
these national resources yet without any puritan approach to it. Rather we should keep
functioning as a traditional forest, avoiding the use of devastating machineries that is
set to cut it to the ground nor avoiding the opposite extreme of becoming untouchable.

The  secret  in  between way is  to  simply  allow a  manual  exploitation  of  our  natural
resources.  Only  then we can develop the right  consciousness that  enables us  to be
responsible with our own natural resources. There shouldn't be anyone set to work for
us. It has to be a work we ourselves ought to do and with our own hands. This is an
absurd  direction  I  am  giving,  a  direction  which  in  no  time  will  put  us  out  of  any
competition but it is the only direction which will enable our human nature to survive
the mass draining that is to be fore-casted for the near future.   

In other words there shouldn't be a pump sucking the fuel out of us. Not even a smart
pump that has a high level of artificial intelligence and knows exactly how to handle our
fuel. It should be only us out of our own strength that should pump the fuel out. Only by
doing so we can establish an equilibrium that can enable regeneration. Only doing so we
can become experts and can facilitate others on how to go about. Only with this fuel we
can at last plug out of the framework and like stars burn of our own light.  


